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ASSESSING THE PREVALENCE OF CYBERCRIME 
IN MAURITIUS
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Abstract: The ICT sector is a key sector in Mauritius and the Vision 2030 of 
the Government is to transform Mauritius into a SMART island, an evolution 
of the Cyber Island which was envisioned in 2001 (Cybercrime Strategy, 
2017). With the goal to embed the use of technology in the day-to-day life of 
every Mauritian, the ICT sector has brought along new opportunities, but at 
the same time new threats. With cyber criminals becoming more sophisticated 
and continuing to develop malicious software and devising improved methods 
for infecting computer systems and networks, the government has set up a legal 
framework to limit potential cybercrime attacks on the island of Mauritius 
(Republic of Mauritius). In order to address the dearth of research relating 
to the prevalence of online crime and its consequences to the general public, 

among Mauritius citizens. 276 respondents were surveyed and the results 
show that while 98% of the respondents have a high level of awareness about 
cybercrime, there is the need for more sensitization campaigns about the 
dangers pertaining to cybercrime.
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1 Introduction

Cybercrimes have been gaining ground during the past recent years and 
authorities around the globe have been sending out alarm signals over the 
damaging effects that cybercrime can induce. There is actually no agreed single 

activities perpetrated through the use of a computer system. Cybercrime is causing 
huge losses to countries around the globe and even a small island like Mauritius 

international boundaries, and there are challenges posed by the scale and volume 

the impacts of a successful cybercrime attack can have profound implications on 

in Mauritius

authorities
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2  Literature Review

Crime.

2.1  Self Control theory

seeking, and thoughtless, and as such are more susceptible to embark in 

through their parents and upbringing that individuals learn self control. Self 
control theory can be used not only to predict deviant activities but also to 
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2.2  Routine Activity Theory

three elements are present at the same time and in the same space. 
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accessible by motivated offenders and the fact that the internet is so 

college students demonstrated that those students that have multiple social 

2.3 Theory of Technology-Enabled Crime

Adaptive crimes are like deviations from the ordinary crime that is they 
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cyber bullying, credit card fraud, online pornography etc…

innovative technologies and that many do not understand due to its 

2.4 Cybercrime in Africa 
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2.5 Cybercrime in Mauritius

Mauritius is aiming at transforming itself into a cyber island and also an 
ICT hub in the Indian Ocean. The government of Mauritius strongly believes 

government has tried overcome potential threats by implementing several 

2.5.1 Computer misuse and Cybercrime Act 2003 

enacted to provide for the repression of criminal activities perpetrated by using 
computer systems. Crimes such as hacking, denial of service, virus, electronic 

2.5.2 Information Communication Technology Act 2001

This Act has been implemented to regulate and democratise ICT and 

Technologies Appeal Tribunal has also been set up to hear and dispose of any 
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appeal against a decision of the ICTA. Offences such as cyber bullying and 
child pornography can be prosecuted under this Act.

2.5.3 Data Protection Act 2004

It has been enacted to protect the privacy rights of the Mauritians taking 

manoeuvre, record or store data relating to individuals. A Data Protection 

made under this Act. Crimes that can be prosecuted under this Act are credit 
card fraud and identity theft.

2.5.4 The Electronic Transaction Act (ETA) 2000

of electronic records, transactions, contracts, and digital signatures and by 

2.5.5 Budapest Convention on Cybercrime

Mauritius acceded to the convention in November 2013. The ideology 
of the Convention is being implemented through the Global Action on 
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2.5.6 Enforcement Agencies in Mauritius

Various enforcement agencies have been established to combat cybercrime 

Cybercrime Act 2004. This special unit of the police force has the responsibility 

also need to take proactive measures to hinder the occurrence of potential 
cybercrime cases.

The ICTA has the responsibility to take reasonable measures to restrict 
harmful and illicit content on the internet. In this optic, the ICTA launched 

to internet users in Mauritius. Moreover, the ICTA has to consider and take 
action based on complaints made by the public in relation to any information 
and communication service.

The NCPC has been set up under the aegis of the ICTA to handle cybercrime 
at national level, to foster cooperation of relevant bodies in investigating 

on cyber security.

been set up to provide information and assistance to the public in implementing 
proactive measures to mitigate the risks and dangers associated to cybercrime 
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3  Methodology

on cash transactions and physical printed dissemination of information, have 

including age and education have an impact on cybercrime rates in Mauritius.  

in Mauritius

H0

H1

H0
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H2 and H3

      internet 

H0

      Cybercrime Act 2003

H1

      Act 2003

4  Data Sources and Data collection methods

and understanding.  

respondents.  

data analysis.
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5  Findings

public libraries and through their mobile data.
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bribery cases and not against cybercrimes.

risk of being a cybercrime victim.

6  Analysis of hypotheses
Table 1

Outcomes of the hypothesis testing
Factor Pearson Decision

1 Age and Victim of cybercrimes Accept H0

2 0.000 0

3
Cybercrime Act

0.000 0

Source:

6.1 Hypothesis 1
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have more free time to spend on the internet.

6.2 Hypothesis 2

making online transactions through unsecured portals.

6.3 Hypothesis 3

and secured country.  

7  Recommendations and Future Research
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participants in the survey have been gathered.  Out of 260 responses obtained 

about the dangers related to cybercrimes.  By educating the population about 

be more cautious.

activities should be reinforced to act as a deterrent.  Instead of engaging into 

barriers should be installed to block potential malevolent activities.  Also, 

Other respondents recommended curative measures such as the presence of 

monitor the national IT system.  

An interesting area for future research could be the impact of cybercrimes on 

Mauritius.

8  Conclusion

revealed that the majority of the victims of cybercrimes do not report to the 
authorities concerned, thus it can be deduced that cybercrimes are much more 
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